
Attending: Josh, Jessica, Gus, Patrick, Nilagia, Chris, Lauren, Sierra, Erin, Gahl, Maggie

-Activities fair table/DJ from 12-3pm this Wed 10/18.

-Contract Hours shakedown this Saturday from 11am3pm.

-Meeting about AS fee increase at 3 pm at the MCC Lounge/Theatre about the next step, Erin
will attend it.

-Post 11x17 flyers around
-Need to commit to promote it
-Work the angle that $100 is not that big in the grand scheme of school costs
-Tell them they don’t have money to be efficient with.
-Most prominent college station, use that in your argument

-We made $529 at the music sale, maybe donating a percentage of music sale money to the
funds.

-Need to decide what to do with the $529 we made from music sales
-9 in favor, 1 abstaining for splitting the music sale for the IV tenants

-KCSB Alumni Outreach
-Someone wanted to do something for alumni for the station
-Try to organize a twice annually meeting where people who were alumni can come and

meet with people here now.
-Wanted to try to have a discussion as part of the KCSB spring reunion
-An alumni is going to donate a $1500 DIRECT-TV satellite package.
-Contact Jim Rome to participate in a KCSB event

Pledge Drive Training Sessions
-There are still some people who need to sign up
-Have one main facilitator for each of the sessions
-Need to have people do role playing sessions.
-Groups are going to break up into sessions
-Need more things to help people who get discouraged or are new
-Need training on telephone bank

Pledge Drive Party
-We have a venue, at Nov. 4th. At Giovanni’s
-Looking into the Hero and the Victor to headline
-There are a lot of bands emailing the Hard to Find for a Venue
-Another possibility is having different people DJ and do a “KCSB DJ NIGHT”
-Save all these bands for after the pledge drive party

TSHIRT CONTEST
-First thing is what T-shirt company to go with, then what colors would look well with it.
-Some issues with going with American Apparel again, might look
-Talk to Earl about what colors



-A motion to look for a light blue shirt, but will consult with Earl about tshirt designs
-Talk to Tyler over at ASPB about tshirt options

Fundraiser show at BIKO
-Want to cosponsor a iv tenants fundraiser  show.


